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Art subjects

Homework tasks will be set regularly by 

your teacher depending on project 

journeys and will take the form of: 

Photographic research

Observational drawing

Grid method drawing,

Artist, Designer research

Artwork recreations & analysis

Media experiments

Students will also be expected to 

complete unfinished classwork and be set 

individual tasks to support coursework 

portfolios. Homework will be placed on 

Show my Homework and students will also 

receive printed guidance.

Homework tasks will be set regularly 

by your teacher depending on 

project journeys and will take the

form of:

Photographic research

Observational drawing

Grid method drawing,

Artist, Designer research

Artwork recreations & analysis

Media experiments

Students will also be expected to 

complete unfinished classwork and be set 

individual tasks to support coursework 

portfolios. Homework will be placed on 

Show my Homework and students will also 

receive printed guidance.

Homework to conduct photographic 

research will be set 

accordingly and details regarding 

themes and expectations will be 

placed on Show my Homework. 

Students will also be expected to 

research Photographers and visit 

local galleries and places of 

interest for inspiration and to 

support ideas. Throughout the 

course, students may also be asked 

to bring in still life objects to use 

during photographic workshops.

Work should be handed in by the deadline given and completed to a high quality finish. 
Rushed work will not suffice. Students can come to lunch time support and after school 
clubs to complete tasks. Artistic equipment and cameras can be loaned to assist.



Art Subjects



Drama



English
Revising

Each week you need to create a revision resource around the information that you cover in lessons.  For this you could use your own notes, 
revision guides, the text or the internet.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the context of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the context of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the characters 
and plot of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the characters 
and plot of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the characters 
and plot of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Watch clips, 
read notes and 
use revision 
guides to 
create revision 
resources for 
the characters 
and plot of 
Macbeth and 
English 
Language 
Paper 2 
Section A.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

A Macbeth knowledge organiser will be made available to you (it's too big to go in this booklet!).
Note: the weekly tasks in this booklet are designed to help you manage your independent revision over 

time. Your English teacher may still wish to set you additional tasks that will be on Satchel One.



French

Normalement, en été je vais en Espagne avec 
ma famille.

Normally, in summer I go to Spain with my 
family.

On voyage en avion car c’est plus rapide. We travel by plane because it’s faster.

On loge dans une villa au bord de la mer. We stay in a villa by the sea.

Je me repose à la plage ou je fais de la natation
– je trouve ça formidable!

I relax on the beach or I go swimming – I find 
that fantastic!

L’année dernière, je suis allé en Écosse avec 
mes parents.

Last year, I went to Scotland with my parents.

On est restés dans un hôtel à Édimbourg. We stayed in a big hotel in Edinburgh.

On a visité des musées, mais j’ai trouvé ça
un peu ennuyeux.

We visited museums, but I found that a bit 
boring.

En plus, un jour, on m’a volé mon sac à dos! In addition, one day, my backpack was stolen!

J’ai donc perdu mon porte-monnaie et mon 
portable – c’était un désastre!

So I lost my wallet and my phone – it was a 
disaster!

Si j’étais riche, j’irais aux États-Unis avec
mes copains.

If I were rich, I would go to America with my 
friends.

On logerait dans un hôtel de luxe. We would stay in a luxury hotel.

On ferait du shopping et on mangerait bien! We would go shopping and we would eat well!

How to use this page
1. Put a piece of paper 
over the English side and 
translate from memory.
Check and red pen any 
corrections!

2. Put a piece of paper 
over the French side and 
translate from memory.
Check and red pen any 
corrections!

3. Replace the underlined
words with different 
vocabulary to make your 
own sentences.

4. Improve these 
sentences by adding in 
advanced vocabulary.

Vocabulaire

WritingSpeakingDeadlines set by your teacher

Your teacher will set homework on:
- Translations -

Literary tasks
- Photo descriptions - DIRT

- Written tasks

Your teacher will set homework on:
- Interactions and conversations

- Photo descriptions
- DIRT

Use vocab sheets from your 
booklets and Quizlet links.



French

Quizlet links

Reading % Listening %

1

2

3

4

5

Grammar % Vocab %

1

2

3

4

5

Active Learn

Key verbs

Infinitive
Passé composé
(did/have done)

Imparfait
(used to do/was doing)

Présent
(do/doing)

Futur proche (going 
to do)

Conditionnel
(would do)

aller (to go) je suis allé(e) j’allais je vais je vais aller j’irais

faire (to do) j’ai fait je faisais je fais je vais faire je ferais

voyager (to travel) j’ai voyagé je voyageais je voyage je vais voyager je voyagerais

loger (to stay) j’ai loge je logeais je loge je vais loger je logerais

arriver (to arrive) je suis arrivé(e) j’arrivais j’arrive je vais arriver j’arriverais

partir (to leave) je suis parti(e) je partais je pars je vais partir je partais

manger (to eat) j’ai mange je mangeais je mange je vais manger je mangerais

boire (to drink) j’ai bu je buvais je bois je vais boire je boirais

Le grand large https://quizlet.com/_98j3jo

Les pays https://quizlet.com/_98j2il

Les activités https://quizlet.com/_98j2kz

Les opinions https://quizlet.com/_98j2n0

Les logements https://quizlet.com/_98j2od

Les voyages https://quizlet.com/_98j2r2

À l'hôtel https://quizlet.com/_98j2vi

À la gare https://quizlet.com/_98j2yo

Au restaurant https://quizlet.com/_98j316

Les plats https://quizlet.com/_98j33l

Les vacances https://quizlet.com/_98j3d8

Vocabulaire utile https://quizlet.com/_98j3ex



Geography

Paper 2 - Urban Issues and Challenges UK: Nottingham Case Study

Question Answer

1. What is the current population of the UK? 67 million

2. Which area of the UK is most densely populated? Southeast England

3. Give 2 sparsely populated areas of the UK. (2) Northern Scotland, Wales

4. Give 2 physical factors that can affect population distribution. (2) Landscape; access to oceans/seas for trade

5. Which region of the UK is Nottingham located in? East Midlands

6. Give 2 reasons why Nottingham is a nationally important city. (2) It is one of the 10 'core cities'; has 2 universities

7. Give 2 ways Nottingham's population is different to that of the rest of the UK. (2) Younger and more ethnically diverse.

8. Give 1 positive of migration for Nottingham. Migrants setup new businesses in the city.

9. Give 1 negative of migration for Nottingham. Migration can put pressure on services (e.g. hospitals and schools)

10. Give 2 examples of urban change that have affected Nottingham. (2) Deindustrialisation; population increase

11. Give 2 opportunities for residents of Nottingham. (2) 'Integrated' transport network makes travel around the city easy; city awarded 'Purple Flag' for its 
nightlife.

12. Outline why life expectancy is higher in Wollaton compared to Bestwood. (2) Residents of Wollaton may work in professional jobs which provide private healthcare, meaning they 
can access treatment quicker when needed.

13. What is the difference between a 'greenfield site' and a 'brownfield site'? A brownfield site has been built on before, but a greenfield site hasn't.

14. Outline how the 'Southern Gateway' project will improve the lives of the city's 
residents. (2)

The new Nottingham College building will give more students access to higher education, meaning 
that they will have greater opportunities for higher paying jobs in the future.

15. Give 2 ways in which Nottingham is attempting to be more sustainable. (2) Biogas buses; cycle superhighway

Key terms:
1. Population density - measure of how crowded a place is measured in km2
2. Net migration - the difference between the amount of people immigrating to a country and the people emigrating from it
3. Opportunity - positive impacts for residents caused by urban change
4. Inequality - the difference in quality of life between different areas
5. Counter-urbanisation – the movement of people from urban areas to rural areas
6. Urban sprawl - the spread of towns and cities into rural areas.
7. Regeneration - improving an area to improve the quality of life for its residents
8. Sustainable living - having strategies in place to live in a way that reduces environmental impacts



1. What three methods did the Nazis use to remain in power? (3) Terror, propaganda, popular policies
2. What did Hitler do to limit political opposition? (2) Banned all political parties in July 1933, 

arrested leaders of left-wing parties, killed opponents
3. The Nazis created the Reich Church in 1933 (merging together all Protestant Churches). What was the 

Protestant Church called that was made in opposition to this? Confessional Church (had the support of 5000 pastors)
4. Name the 2 leaders of this Protestant opposition (2). Bonhoeffer and Niemoller
5. How did the Catholic Church deal with the Nazis when they first came to power? Compromised with them; signing the Concordat in July 1933 (which 

stated that they wouldn’t oppose the Nazis if the Nazis left their Catholic organisations alone)
6. The Nazis started to break the terms of the Concordat in 1935; give an example of Catholic opposition to the Nazis (1) The Pope wrote an encyclical in 

1937 called ‘With Burning Concern’, Von Galen publicly protested against euthanasia in 1941 
7. Name three youth groups that opposed the Nazis (3) Swing Youth, Edelweiss Pirates & White Rose
8. What did the White Rose do to oppose the Nazis during WW2? Created multiple leaflets criticising Nazi policies and put them all over Munich 

University and the city
9. What did the Edelweiss Pirates do during WW2? Helped escaped POW and army deserters (the Nazis executed some members in 1944)
10. What happened in July 1944? The July Bomb Plot
11. What was the name of the leader who tried to assassinate Hitler in July 1944? Claus von Stauffenberg
12. What were the consequences of this event? (2) Over 5000 people executed, army now controlled by the Nazis 
13. Were the Nazis economically ready for war in 1939? (2) No, 4 Year Plan (which begun in 1936) hadn’t been fully successful 
14. Give a statistic to show they hadn’t fully succeeded this long term aim in economic policy. Still imported a third of raw materials by 1939
15. You need to know about the 4 main ways the German people were affected by WW2. What does R.A.R.E stand for? (4) Rationing, area bombing, 

refugees, employment
16. How bad were food shortages for German people in WW2? (2) Fine at first but got worse over time, different rations were given to different groups 

of people 
17. How bad was the bombing of Germany? Give 2 points/statistics (2) 3.6 million homes destroyed, over 300,000 civilians killed, 61 German cities 

attacked, Dresden & Hamburg suffered the most 
18. Why were there so many refugees? (2) People fled from the advancing Soviet army, people had been made homeless from the bombings 
19. How did the Nazis solve their labour shortages? (2) Asking women to register for war from 1943, used 7 million foreign labourers as slave labour. 

Nazi Germany Part 3 Short Answer Test – Economic Policies, Opposition and World War Two

At the end of each unit/topic in History you will have to complete a knowledge test. This is a test of hard work and not ability and you 
need to prepare for this throughout this half term.  You don’t need to remember the bits in brackets but it’s great if you can.

History Page 1

Don’t forget there is a video on 
our YouTube channel called ‘Nazi 
Germany Part 3’ which goes 
through all this information.

Literacy Key Words – make sure you can spell all of the following words:

Autarky, Confessional Church, Edelweiss, foreign, opposition, Protestant, propaganda, soldier. 



1. Name 3 causes of disease that people believed in the medieval period (3) 4 Humours being out of balance, God, 
miasma, planets being misaligned, the supernatural

2. What were the main two treatments given in the medieval period? (2) Bloodletting, herbal remedies 
3. Who carried out or gave treatments in the medieval period? (3) Apothecaries, wise women

and physicians (though there were less than 100 in 1300)
4. How did European and Islamic medicine compare in the medieval period? (2) Islamic understanding/treatments more

advanced than European, more rational, Avicenna wrote the Canon of Medicine which was used in European universities 
5. Did ideas about what caused disease change much in the Renaissance period? Explain. (2)  No, most ideas remained e.g. idea of God causing illness 
6. Name three common treatments used during the Black Death & Great Plague (3) Bloodletting, herbal remedies, killing animals, praying
7. How did treatments differ in the Renaissance/early modern period? (2) Often sold by quacks, used new ingredients from exploration e.g. rhubarb and tobacco 
8. What did Jenner discover in the year 1796? A vaccination for smallpox (this had killed 35,000 people in 1796 alone) 
9. Why did many people oppose Jenner’s vaccination in the short term? (3) Didn’t know its long-term impact, thought they might turn in to a cow, Jenner couldn’t 

explain why it worked, doctors made lots of money from inoculation 
10. What did the government do in the 1800s to try and deal with smallpox? (2) Made smallpox vaccination free to infants in 1840, made it compulsory in 1853 

(though not strictly enforced)
11. What was the period of the 1800s known as and why? (2) Scientific revolution, movement towards scientific understanding of disease thanks to more advanced 

technology like microscopes
12. In what year did Pasteur publish his Germ Theory? 1861
13. How did Koch’s work help with the treatment of disease? Identified the bacteria that caused many diseases e.g. anthrax and TB 
14. How did Pasteur build on Koch’s work? Created vaccines for numerous diseases (including chicken cholera and rabies) 
15. Who discovered the first ‘magic bullet’ for and what did it treat? (2) Erhlich discovered Salvarsan 606. Treated syphilis (a widespread STD at the time)
16. Which three individuals were key to the discovery and mass production of penicillin? (3) Fleming (though he didn’t test on animals), Florey and Chain
17. How many lives is penicillin estimated to have treated? (2) 200 million. 
18. How have pharmaceutical companies impacted medicine? (2) Mass produced treatments and pills, funded research in to new treatments
19. Who discovered DNA in 1953? Crick and Watson 
20. How has the impact of DNA influenced medicine? (2) Helped scientists understand hereditary cause of illness, has led to new and more effective treatments
21. What tragedy has led to greater regulation of the pharmaceutical industry? Thalidomide scandal in the 1960s 
22. Name three pieces of technology that have helped doctors understand the causes of disease/illness in the 1900s (3) Powerful microscopes, CAT scans, MRI scans, 

endoscopes (small camera put inside the body

Health and the People Short Answer Test 1 – Causes/Treatment of Disease Over Time 
At the end of each unit/topic in History you will have to complete a knowledge test. This is a test of hard work and not ability and you need to prepare for this throughout this 

half term.  You don’t need to remember the bits in brackets but it’s great if you can.

History Page 2

Don’t forget there is a video on our YouTube channel 
called ‘Understanding of disease (theme 1)’ which goes 
through all this information.

Literacy Key Words – make sure you can spell all of the following words:
Cholera, Disease, 4 Humours, medieval, miasma, penicillin, plague, 
pharmaceutical and Renaissance 



Hospitality & Catering – Unit 2 
Topic: Diet & Good Health

Government Guidelines

Eatwell 
Guide

1. Base your meals on starchy carbohydrates
2. Eat lots of fruit and vegetables
3. Eat more fish, including a portion of oily fish
4. Cut down on saturated fat and sugars
5. Eat less salt
6. Get active and be a healthy weight

7. Don’t get thirsty
8. Don’t skip breakfast

Diet: What you consume (food & drink) on a 
daily basis.  *everyone is on a diet! It doesn’t 
mean losing weight
Balanced Diet: A diet containing all of the 
correct nutrients in the correct amount, 
contributing to good health.

Bread, rice, potatoes rice, paste & 
other carbohydrates
Choose wholegrain or higher fibre 
versions with less added fat, salt 
and sugar.

Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat & other 
protein
(protein)
Animal sources - meat such as chicken, pork, 
beef., eggs And fish  such as salmon, tuna, cod. 
Plant sources - beans, lentils, pulses. Plant 
sources have less saturated fat and are more 
environmentally friendly. Aim for >2 portions 
of sustainably sourced fish per week, including 
a portion of oily fish (a portion = 140g). Oily 
fish - salmon, sardines, mackerel & trout, are 
sources of vitamin D & omega 3. 

Hydration Aim for 6-8 glasses of 
fluid per day. Water is the best 
choice as it hydrates you without 
adding any extra calories to your 
daily intake. Unsweetened tea and 
coffee, sugar free drinks and low fat 
milk all count

Oils and spreads (Unsaturated fat)
This includes olive, vegetable & 
rapeseed oil, and margarine which 
is oil hardened to a solid by 
pumping hydrogen through it. This 
is the healthier fat. It lowers blood 
cholesterol rather than raising it 
like saturated fat. It is however still 
very high in energy (kcals) so it is a 
very small proportion.

Energy requirements (kcals)
Shows the average energy requirements for adult males and females. Females -2000 kcals and males -
2500kcals. If energy intake is greater than energy expenditure (i.e. From exercise), = weight gain. These are 
only averages –depends on age, gender, activity level & body size.

Dairy & Alternatives  
(Calcium)
Dairy sources come from 
milk. Cheese, yogurt and 
cream are made from milk so 
are also included.
Non dairy alternatives include 
milk and products made from 
soya, coconut, almond etc. 
These are not made from 
milk and are suitable for 
lactose intolerant and are 
lower in saturated fat. Food 
in this group can be high in 
saturated fat and sugar (i.e. 
Cheese, whole milk, 
sweetened yogurts) so  
choose low fat & sugar 
versions

Traffic Light Labelling

recommended daily intake of nutrients

To help consumers see nutrition  at a glance & 
compare products. Shows amounts per 100g & 
per portion.  Colour-coded. (not for energy due 
to varying requirements)

Percentage Reference Intake (% RI) 
How much of the daily intake is in a portion. i.e. 
50% RI of salt means that the serving contains ½ 
the daily intake for salt & so try to choose 
options lower in salt for the rest of the day. 
Shows energy, sugar, fat, sat. fat & salt

(per 100g) High Medium Low

Sugar >15g 5-15g <5g

Fat >20g 3-20g <3g

Sat. fat >5g 1.5-5g <1.5g

Salt >1.5g 0.3-1.5g <0.3g

RI = Reference Intake 

Composite foods
A dish or meal with more than 1 
kind of food component in them. 
E.g. pizzas, pies, lasagne and 
sandwiches are all made with 
ingredients from more than one 
food group.

Fruit & Vegetables
(Vitamins & Minerals)
5 a day. (a variety).
Fresh, frozen, tinned, dried 
& juiced all count - fruit 
juice/ smoothies should be 
limited to 150ml per day in 
total & dried fruit should be 
limited to 1 tablespoon per 
day. 
1 portion = 80g
Tips: grate or blend 
vegetables into a Bolognese. 
Add fruit to cereal. Swap 
potato chips for sweet 
potato.



Foods to avoid: High in the 3 ‘S’s. Salt, Sugar, Saturated fat
Use food labels to help you choose foods lower the 3 ‘S’s
Salt: Adults - < 6g per day & even less for children. High salt = increased risk of developing high blood pressure = 
greater risk of stroke & heart disease.
Sugar: Too much sugar, especially between meals, can increase risk of tooth decay and will add extra calories so cut 
down on cereal, cakes, biscuits and sugary drinks. 
Saturated fat: Foods high in saturated fat can lead to high blood cholesterol, which narrows arteries and leads to 
coronary heart disease. Usually from animal sources i.e. Animal fat, butter, cheese.

What might be asked in an exam?

Grade 1-3  – categorise foods into the EWG, 
explain traffic light labelling
Grade 4-6 – explain the importance of the guidelines 
& the health implications.
Grade 7+ - analyse or evaluate a recipe, menu or diet 
with regards to government guidelines.

Topic: Micro nutrients

Vitamins

Minerals

Fat soluble – A, D, E & K
Not required on a daily basis, as stored in 
the liver
Water soluble - B &C
Needed daily as the body cannot store 
them

Nutrient

Macronutrient Micronutrient

Carbohydrate Protein Fat Vitamins Minerals

Minerals: 
Calcium, Iron, Potassium, Magnesium
- elements on the earth and in foods that our bodies need to 
develop & function.
Trace elements:
Sodium, Iodine & Fluoride
- are needed in even smaller amounts.

Needed in 
tiny amounts 
– measured in 
mg or ug.

Cooking and processing. Vitamins are lost in water and heat. Vegetables should be 
steamed rather than boiled so the vitamins aren’t lost in the water.

Several functions for 
each but generally 
keep the body 
healthy (this is the 
only time you can 
write ‘healthy’ in an 
exam!)

Free radicals harm body cells. Can cause high blood pressure, obesity, heart disease, 
stroke &  cancer.
Antioxidants - natural substances which protect the body from free radicals. Found in 
fruit and vegetables so eating a variety of colours is important.

Nutritional supplements - Pills with nutrients added. These should only be taken 
under medical advice – not as a substitute. They can react with medication and cause 
excess intake of a vitamin.

Needed in 
tiny 
amounts –
measured 
in g or mg.

What is the difference between sodium and salt?
Sodium is a mineral which regulates water levels in the body and 
controls nerves/muscles.
Salt is sodium chloride. To convert sodium to salt (amount) 
multiply the sodium level by 2.5.

Nutrients: Chemicals which provide nourishment and are needed to survive
Macro: LARGE. Nutrients needed in large amounts (carbohydrate, protein & fat)
Micro: SMALL. Nutrients needed in small amounts (vitamins & minerals)

Water
The human body is 50-75% water. You should aim to drink 2 litres a day
Function:
Makes up blood which transports nutrients
Removes waste products through urine and faeces
Lubricates joints
Sources:
Water, milk,, juice, tea, soup, fruit and vegetables, 
Deficiency: 
Dehydration (dry mouth, dizzy, headaches)

What might be asked in an exam?
Grade 1-3  – identify vitamins in foods, recipes, menus and diets
Grade 4-6 – explain functions of vitamins and minerals, state deficiencies and excesses
Grade 7+ - analyse or evaluate a recipe, menu or diet. Be able to recommend changes 
from looking at health issues in a diet.

Hospitality & Catering – Unit 2 



Type Function Source Deficiency Excess

Vitamin A
FAT 
SOLUBLE

Helps vision 
Helps immune system

Orange veg and fruit (carrots do help you see in 
the dark!) dairy, egg yolk, oily fish, fortified 
spread

RARE but vision problems & night 
blindness (cant see in the dark)

Effect on hone health
Excess in pregnancy - birth 
defects

Vitamin B
WATER 
SOLUBLE

Releases energy from food
Helps nervous system
*B9 – reduces spina bifida in foetus’

Cereals (not as in breakfast cereals), dairy, eggs, 
liver, meat. 
*B12: mostly found in animal products (vegans 
need from fortified foods/supplements)

Lack of energy, mouth sores, 
muscle waste (Beri Beri). *B9: 
spina bifida in unborn babies

Rare – anaemia,

Vitamin C
WATER 
SOLUBLE

Helps absorb iron
Resists infection and helps heal wounds

Citrus fruits, dark green leafy vegetables, 
potatoes

Iron deficiency due to not 
absorbing iron
Scurvy (wounds)

None – the body flushes 
out any excess

Vitamin D
FAT 
SOLUBLE

Helps absorb calcium
For strong teeth and bones

Sunlight, eggs, liver, oily fish, fortified foods Prevents calcium absorption
= rickets & osteoporosis

Damage to kidneys

Iron 
(mineral)

Helps to make haemoglobin in red blood 
cells which carry oxygen to cells

Red meat, liver, whole grain cereals, green leafy 
vegetables, fortified breakfast cereal, all flour is 
fortified with iron

Anaemia (tiredness, weak, pale) 
*Teenage girls need more iron 
due to menstruation

Constipation, vomiting, 
stomach pain

Calcium 
(mineral)

Strengthen and maintain teeth & bones
Blood clotting, Growth in children

Dairy foods, dark green leafy vegetables, 
fortified soya drinks

Bone problems: Rickets & 
osteoporosis

Stomach pain, diarrhoea, 
kidney damage

Topic: Macro nutrients Nutrients: Chemicals which provide nourishment and are needed to survive
Macro: LARGE. Nutrients needed in large amounts (carbohydrate, protein & fat)
Micro: SMALL. Nutrients needed in small amounts (vitamins & minerals)

Nutrient

Macronutrient Micronutrient

Carbohydrate Protein Fat Vitamins Minerals

Fibre
Wholemeal foods, Fruit & veg
Polysaccharide
Helps the digestive system – passes through the body

Starch - COMPLEX
Yellow section of EWG
Polysaccharide (several molecules)
Slow release energy as body needs to break up the long chain

Sugar - SIMPLE
Monosaccharide or disaccharide
Mono – one. Di – two (molecules)
Fast release energy as the molecules 
are already broken down into 1 or 2

Carbohydrates
- Starch
- Sugar
- NSP (fibre)

Carbohydrates provide energy. 
Two main categories – complex and simple.  
Simple Carbohydrates - natural sugars in fruits/processed sugars in cake etc.  

Complex carbohydrates - found in bread, pasta, rice, potato, etc. 
Carbohydrates are digested & broken down into glucose.  
Excess glucose stored as body fat.

Hospitality & Catering – Unit 2 



Type Function Source DRV Excess Deficiency 

Carbohydrate
Starch, Sugar, 
NSP

Starch: Slow 
release energy
Sugar: Fast release 
energy
NSP: Help digestive 
system

Starch: Pasta, rice, bread
Sugar, syrup, sweets
NSP: Wholemeal, fruit, 
veg

1/3 daily energy from carbs
Sugar: <30g/day
Fibre : >30g/day
1g = 4kcals

Too much starch/sugar = excess 
energy turns into fat, leading to 
obesity. 
Too much sugar = diabetes & tooth 
decay.
Too much fibre = prevent absorption 
of other nutrients

Starch/sugar: Tiredness and low 
energy.  
NSP (fibre): constipation, bowel 
disease

Protein
HBV
LBV

Growth and repair
Energy source

HBV: Animal - meat, fish, 
eggs, 
LBV: Plant - beans, lentils, 
cereals

55g per day
1g = 4kcals

If you consume more protein than 
your body needs, the excess protein is 
used to give your body energy or 
turned into fat

In children growth slows down or 
stops.
Muscle wasting and anaemia. 
Poor countries: kwashiorkor

Fat
Saturated
Unsaturated

Insulation
Protect organs
Carry fat soluble 
vitamins 
Provide essential 
fatty acids.

Saturated – animal (fat 
on meat, butter, lard). 
Unsaturated: plant 
(vegetable oil, margarine)

<1/3 of daily energy from fat
Total fat: 70g (female) 95g (male)
Sat fat: 20g (female) 30g (male)
1g = 9kcals

Can cause obesity, high cholesterol, 
coronary heart disease, halitosis (bad 
breath), type 2 diabetes.

Tiredness and low energy.  
Body cannot absorb fat-
soluble vitamins – A,D,E 
and K.  This would 
lead to vitamin deficiencies

Protein
HBV &  LBV

Low Biological  Value (LBV)
These lack 1 or more essential amino acid

These are usually plant proteins (peas, beans, 
lentils, cereals  such as wheat, flour, pasta, 
nuts and seeds). 
*Vegetarians may struggle to get all essential 
amino acids so need ‘complementary 
proteins’:

Complementary proteins
Combining 2 more LBV protein foods to get all 
essential amino acids. i.e. beans on toast

Fat
- Saturated
- Monounsaturated
/polyunsaturated

Fats provide energy.
Too much fat is bad for our bodies but we also need some 
fat for giving us body warmth (insulation), protect organs, 
carry fat soluble vitamins and provide essential fatty acids.
Two main categories - saturated and unsaturated fat.  

Saturated: 
Contain a ‘bad’ cholesterol which build ups 
of in the arteries.
Found in animal fats (solid) - butter, lard and 
dripping.  
The type of cholesterol is known as ‘Low 
Density Lipoprotein’(LDLs)

Growth & repair of body tissue, muscles & cells. 
Made up of long chains of building blocks - amino acids. 

Unsaturated fats 
Contain a ‘good’ cholesterol which 
remove the build up in the arteries.
Found in plant fats (liquid) - olive 
oil, groundnut oil, sunflower oil. 
Margarine is also unsaturated as it 
is processed from plant oils.
The type of cholesterol is known as 
‘High Density Lipoproteins’ (HDLs) 

Omega 3 & 6
- Essential fatty acids

They also contain Omega 3 and 6 which are 
essential fatty acids (essential as the body 

cant make them) these help with the heart.

Amino acids
There are 20 amino acids that 
combine to make up proteins
Essential amino acids – these 
amino acids are not made by 
the body so have to come from 
the diet. There are 8.
Non essential amino acids–
these are made by the body so 
are not needed from food.

High Biological Value (HBV)
These contain all of the essential amino acids.
These are usually animal proteins (meat, fish, poultry, eggs, 
milk, and milk products like cheese and yogurt).

Hospitality & Catering – Unit 2 



Staff documentation
Training logs
Sickness & accident log
Employment log

Health and safety 
Building and COSHH 
risk assessments
Customer feedback
Financial documents
Stock logs/inventories
Food 
safety certificates/
Temperature control 
logs (i.e. Fridge)

Safety – fire, trips, 
slips, equipment 
(blender), cuts, burns, 
heavy items falling

Hospitality & Catering 3Yr Course

A.C. 2.1. The operation of the kitchen

Storage area
Suitable temperature, humidity & ventilation.
Cool, dry area to store the fridge and freezers.

Preparation and cooking area
Wet cold area – fish, veg and meat
Hot  area for cooking
Hand washing sink separate to food sinks

Serving
Where food is presented/plated
Hot hold to keep food warm – maintained at 
63°C

Dirty/waste
Waste bins and pot washing
Pest control (including bin lids to prevent pests)
Should be away from storage & prep area

Staff room – an area away from prep area
– for changing into uniform etc.

It should be logical! Order of flow:
Entrance delivery > Storage area > 
Preparation area > Cooking area > 
Plate up > Orders to serve > To dining 
room (meal eaten) > Dirty 
dishes/leftovers back to kitchen > 
Waste food disposed > Pot wash and 
return to equipment area > Waste 
collection and recycling 

Rules for kitchen layout
Ventilated - comfortable to work in
Extractor fans – remove any smoke 
etc.
Air conditioning to keep cool (hot 
area!)
Non slip floors
Easy to clean joints on benches 
(harbour bacteria in cracks!)
Correct storage areas (separating high 
risk food)
Adequate water supply available
Space to move around – especially 
around hobs/equipment.

Large
i.e. Ovens, cooking range, walk 
in freezer/fridges, floor standing 
mixer, deep fat fryer, blast 
chillers

Small and hand held 
i.e. Jugs, bowls, sieve, knives

Mechanical (move)
i.e. Mincer, processor, mixer

Food safety equipment
Coloured chopping boards, 
tongs, knives – day of the week 
stickers

Factors affecting equipment 
choice
Size – Uses - Noise - Cleaning
Parts – Warranty  -Weight -
Energy

Maintenance of equipment
Servicing 
Clean 
PAT tested

Materials
Cleaning – cloths, mops, 
brushes and detergents
Preparation – foil, bags
Waste – bags, bins
Maintenance – filters, bulbs
Employee welfare– toilet roll, 
hand wash, fire extinguisher

- Important for success of business
-Databases are vital for this

Jobs for stock controller:
- Stock ledger/inventory - list & 
quantities
- Current price for budget
- Keep logs and receipts
- Find best prices
Stock should be organised using FIFO 
(first in, first out) to prevent foods at 
the back going out of date and wasted.
Perishable – high risk foods which spoil 
quickly so need weekly supply.
Staple – can be kept at ambient 
temperature so ordered in advance
Daily use – not perishable as such but 
foods like bread.

A uniform shows customer staff 
represent company
- Professional, clean, neat and 
tidy

Purpose of chef uniform;
Protect from burns and splashes
Comfortable 
Sweat absorbent
Easy to wash and iron
Hygienic barrier

Must change into
Daily change

Stock control

A.C. 2.3 Meeting customer requirements

Factors which 
decide whether or not the customer is 
satisfied with the service provide. I.e. the 
customer service, standard of comfort, 
how the meal is in terms of quality or value 
for money

Important for:

- Satisfaction
- Loyalty and repeat business
- Reputation – more customers
- Employee pride and confidence = job 
satisfaction
- Few complaints

Customer trends need
to be identified to 

ensure success

- Online services – want fast, instant, user 
friendly technology
- Messaging – through social media
- Online comparison
- Social media advertising/menus
- Availability & delivery service
- Competition  - find out what it is
- Personalised service
-Environmentally friendly 
-Self service now popular with customers, 
rather than dealing with a person face
to face

Chef uniform
Hat /toque - absorb sweat
Hair net for long hair - prevent 
contamination/fire
Long sleeves - prevent scalds, 
splashes from pans
Knee length apron – protect 
uniform
Cotton trousers – keep cool but 
protected
Non slip shoes with toe 
protectors – prevent slips and 
drops onto toes
No jewellery, make up, nails or 
perfume to avoid 
contamination/
odours

The business needs 
to find out what a customer requires – they 
can do this by carrying out market 
research.
I.e. – surveys - verbal feedback from 
customers
- online or paper feedback - - reading about 
trends

Forms the start of
relationship with customer and business. 
I.e. need a meal, or accommodation

Kitchen Layout Equipment & materials

Dress Code
Documentation & 

admin

Workflow

Customer Needs

Customer Expectations

Customer Wants

Trends

Customer service 



Corporate = large business
May require hospitality & catering for:
-Conferences/meetings (Meeting rooms, suitable 
IT, pens & paper, refreshments & meals – usually 
buffet)
- Award ceremonies (Temporary restaurants, 
bars, VIP lounges)
- Staff training or team building days
- Trade shows

Hot hold – when cooked or reheated food is held hot prior to and during
service to consumers
Pest control - regulating pests from entering the food preparation area 
(i.e. Flies, rats, mice, cockroaches)
Work flow – the sequence of events in a kitchen for it to operate efficiently
Stock control – the process of ensuring that appropriate amounts of stock are maintained 
by a business at a minimum cost.
Stock ledger/inventory - show how much stock you have at any one time, and how you 
keep track of it
Logs - systematic recording of events, or measurements i.e. Training log, temperature log
FIFO – ‘First in, first out’ - first foods that are bought/produced are the first that 
are sold/used to ensure that you use what you have before it gets outdated
Perishable - foods likely to decay or go bad quickly – usually stored in a fridge (i.e. Milk, 
meat, cheese)
Staple - a food that is eaten routinely - a dominant portion of a standard diet i.e. Pasta 
potatoes, rice
Mechanical equipment – equipment that has a part which moves i.e. Mixer, tin opener
Contamination - making something unsuitable by contact with pathogenic bacteria or 
something unclean
PAT test - Portable appliance testing - a process in which electrical appliances are routinely 
checked for safety.
COSHH - Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations. - require employers to 
control exposure to hazardous 
substances to prevent ill health
Covers - refers to a diner who eats or a meal that is served
Market research - the action or activity of gathering information about consumers' needs 
and preferences
Corporate - a large company/business or group
Local resident – people who live in the local community who might benefit from a business 
Reputation - the beliefs or opinions that are generally held about a company

Hospitality & Catering 3Yr Course

A.C. 2.1 - 2.3 Meeting customer requirements

Ingredients & materials – foods, bedding
Consistency – of service, foods, 
accommodation
Customer service – helpful, polite
Availability – opening hours suitable, 
food available
Environment – comfortable, suitable 
temperature
Accessibility – disabled access/toilets

- Nutritional information should 
be available
- Allergy & intolerance 
information must be displayed
- Dietary needs (vegan etc.)
Usually using keys i.e. GF for 
gluten free
- Staff should be trained on 

these

- Customer Rights Act – Ensures products purchased must be of  
satisfactory quality, fit for purpose and as described. (protects 
customer)
- Consumer protection act 1987 – prevents unsafe 
products sold, health & safety messages (protects customer)
- Trade descriptions act – no misleading advertising/
incorrect descriptions (protects customer)
- Equality act 2010 – Ensures equal treatment regardless of age, race, 
religion, disability, gender and sexual orientation (protects customer) & 
employee

Equality & customer rights

Quality of service/experience Dietary requirements

Customer Types

Leisure/tourist

For holiday/
experience
Near attractions
Reviews more 
important
Gym - Spa – Bar

Business/Corporate

Local 
residents

The hospitality & catering industry can 
boost local economy by:
- Increase tourism 
- Employ local people
- Local people can use the facilities 
- Build relationships with them by

Preventing noise levels
•Provide parking so they don’t park in 
local streets
•Provide security
•Set reasonable pricing for local events 
i.e. Proms, fetes



Hospitality & Catering 3Yr Course

A.C. 2.2 The operation of front of house

Seat customer

Menu given/explained

Take drink order

Serve drinks

Take food order

Serve food

Check customer is happy

Clear plates

Offer desserts

Take order 

Serve desserts

Clear plates 

Coffee & drinks order 

Offer bill 

Take payment 

Customer leaves

Reset the table

Table top – Napkins, cloths, 
menu holder, condiment, 
holders/bottles candles, 
coaster, bread basket, cutlery, glasses

Service – Dishes, sizzle platter

Waiting at table – Tray, serving spoon, 
fabric serviettes, bottle opener, ice 
bucket, notepad and pen, tablets

Seating – Chair, stool, high chair, outdoor 
seating

Organisation – Rope barrier, direction 
sign, menu holders, wine racks, shelving2

Safety – First aid kit, signs, extinguisher, 
alarms, lighting

Bar – Measures, fridge, bottle openers, 
blenders, chalkboard and chalk

Materials
Cleaning – detergents, glass 
cleaning, washing up, brushes, 
mops

Materials for food service – disposable 
napkins, individual sachets or 
environmentally friends refillable pots, 
condiments, candles, table decorations, 
flowers

Waste disposal – bags and bins

Employee welfare – first aid, hand 
towels, toilet paper

Maintenance - replacement for broken 
stuff i.e. Glasses

Front of house refers to restaurant or 
hotel entrance/reception
Entrance/reception
- Customers are greeted
- First impression (smile, eye contact 
etc)
- Should be a pleasant environment
- Menus on display
- Disabled access
Waiting area 
-Customer waits at busy times, (might 
be annoyed so comfort is important)
- Offer drinks
Dining area 
- Serve & enable socialising (table 
layouts)
- Stations to divide up waiting staff
Factors to consider:
Temperature - Smells - Space  -
Comfortable Chairs - Menu which meets 
all needs - Toilets – clean and disabled 
access

Dress code
Consistent colour theme
Important as:
- Creates first impression
- Sets a standard
- Stops employees wearing inappropriate clothes
- Part of team
- Pride – better work ethic
- Customer can identify

Hazards - Electric leads – Unmarked steps – Low ceiling 
– No fire extinguisher – No fire exits – Candles – Low 
lighting 
Security – Data protection - CCTV - Changing room & 
lockers for staff - Customer assault -Well lit access -
Photo ID

Equipment & materials

Safety & Security

Layout Workflow



Enterprise

Cash flow forecasting involves predicting 
the future flow of cash in and out of 
a business’ bank accounts. A cash flow 
forecast will usually be for a 12-month 
period. Forecasting cash inflows and 
outflows is important, especially for 
three types of business:
•new businesses
•fast-growing businesses
•businesses with unpredictable sales 
patterns, for example seasonal 
businesses (eg an ice cream van)
A cash flow forecast allows a business 
to plan for the future. It can therefore 
assist the business in making important 
decisions, such as:
•employing more staff
•opening a new branch
•investing in a new business
•rewarding the owners for their success
Cash flow forecasting can also help a 
business to identify the risks of negative 
cash flow.



Business

Memory and Recall - Revision

To support the learning done in class it is imperative that this is 
followed up by the creation of your own individual revision 
resources.

Remember these resources can be used for the end of 
term/Half term topic assessments. Your task is to use the notes 
taken in lesson combined with the knowledge provider that is 
the revision guide provided to you (The book to the right).

Revision schedule – also posted on Satchel One:

Week commencing Topic covered Page numbers

04/01/2021 Sources of Finance – Small Firms/Established Firms 71 & 72

11/01/2021 Investments 73

18/01/2021 Break-Even Analysis 74 & 75

25/01/2021 Cash Flow 76 & 77

01/02/2021 Cash Flow - Problems 78

08/02/2021 Income Statements 79 & 80



IT

Memory and Recall - Revision

To support the learning done in class it is imperative that this is 
followed up by the creation of your own individual revision 
resources.

Remember these resources can be used for the end of 
term/Half term topic assessments. Your task is to use the notes 
taken in lesson combined with the knowledge provider that is 
the revision guide provided to you (The book to the right).

Revision schedule – also posted on Satchel One:

Week commencing Topic covered Page numbers

04/01/2021 User Access restriction & Firewalls and interface design 28 & 29

11/01/2021 Anti-Virus software and device hardening 30

18/01/2021 Back up, recovery and encryption 31

25/01/2021 Improving system security and who is responsible 32 & 33

01/02/2021 Password policy and device hardening & Software 
policy

34 & 35

08/02/2021 Disaster recovery policy & what to do after an attack 36 & 37



Computer Science

1.5 NETWORK TOPOLOGIES, PROTOCOLS AND LAYERS

NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

A topology is the layout of a network. Bus: Slow network 
due to data collisions on the single backbone cable. Star: 
If the central switch fails, the whole network fails. If one 
device fails, the network is fine. Ring: Data moves in one 
direction which prevents collisions. Only one device can 
send data at once. Mesh: Each device is connected to 
every other device so they can send data the fastest 
route. There is no single point where network can fail. 
Require lots of wire.

PROTOCOLS

Protocols are the rules for how devices communicate and 
transmit data across a network. Every device has a MAC 
address so that it can be identified on a network. Eg: 98-1C-B3-
09-85-15 IP addresses are used when sending data between 
networks. They can be static (permanent) or dynamic (different 
each time the device connects). TCP/IP: Used to send data 
between networks in packets. Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP): Splits the data into packets and re-assembles. Checks 
data is sent correctly. Internet Protocol (IP): does the packet 
switching Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP): for accessing 
websites HTTPS: The secure version of HTTP File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP): Moves files between devices Post Office 
Protocol (POP3): Retrieves emails from server. Once you 
download the email the server copy is deleted. Internet 
Message Access Protocol (IMAP): Retrieves email from server. 
Email is kept on server, you see a copy. Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP): sends emails.

LAYERS

Network protocols are divided into layers so that 
protocols with similar functions are grouped together.

PACKET SWITCHING

• Data is split into packets and numbered in order.
• Each packet is send the fastest route across the internet by the routers. This 

means packets can take different routes and arrive out of order.
• The packet numbers are used to put them in order.
• If packets are missing a timeout message is sent
• Once all have arrived a receipt confirmation is sent to the device that sent 

them.

EXAM QUESTIONS

1. Explain why protocols are used 
2. Describe how packet switching works
3. Evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of a mesh network. 
4. Draw topologies for bus, ring and star networks. 
5. Explain the difference between HTTP and HTTPS 
6. Explain the difference between POP3 and IMAP



PRE

This is your short answer test on the Living the Muslim Life. Your teacher will tell you the exact date of the test, remember that you are expected 
to prepare thoroughly. You must get 70% to pass, but most students get 95-100% if they work hard. This is NOT a test of ability but of hard 

work. You should revise a bit each week on the questions you have studied in lessons alongside your homework that you are set by your classroom 
teacher.

1. What are the five pillars? 1. Shahadah, 2. Salah, 3. Zakat, 4. Sawm, 5. Hajj
2. What are the 6 Obligatory Acts which are not also the five pillars? Khums, Jihad, Encouraging people to do what 

is good, Discouraging people from doing wrong, Be loving to friends of God, Disassociating from enemies of God.
3. Who follows the 10 Obligatory acts? Shia Muslims only.
4. Give two things which are similar between Sunni and Shi’a prayer. They pray to 1 God. They face Mecca.
5. What is different about Sunni and Shi'a prayer? Shi’a Muslims combine prayers, so they pray 3 times a day 

instead of 5.
6. What is the Arabic term for spiritual purification washing before prayer (ablutions)? Wudu.
7. What day and time is the Jummah prayer (special prayer)? Midday on a Friday.
8. Give the three reasons why a Muslim would not have to fast? If they are pregnant, if they are sick, if they are 

travelling.
9. Why do Muslims fast during Ramadan? Give three reasons. To learn self-discipline, To appreciate all they have, 

Sharing the sufferings of the poor and developing sympathy for them.
10. What is the Night of Power? The night Muhammad was first visited by Jibril and given the first revelation of the 

Qur’an.
11. What is the correct (minimum) amount of Zakah tax a Muslim should give? 2.5% of annual wage.
12. What is the correct percentage of Khums? 20% of excess earnings (money after paying all bills etc.)
13. In which city does the pilgrimage of Hajj start and end? Mecca.
14. Why is Hajj important to Muslims? Give two reasons. It produces inner peace, It shows self discipline. 
15. How many types of Jihad is there? 2.
16. Greater Jihad (as labelled by Muhammad) is the struggle to...)? Live a good Muslim life everyday according to the 

rules of Islam.
17. What does Id-ul-Fitr celebrate and when is it celebrated? A celebration that comes at the end of Ramadan and 

marks the end of fasting.
18. What does Id-ul-Adha celebrate and when is It celebrated? Celebration of the Prophet Ibrahim’s willingness to 

sacrifice his son for Allah. It comes at the end of the period of hajj.
19. What does Ashura commemorate for Shi’as and Sunnis? Sunni Muslims have a day of repentance for sins in the 

belief that they will be forgiven, Shi’a Muslims commemorate the martyrdom of Hussein (Muhammad’s 
grandson).

Paper 2: Unit 3 – Living the Muslim Life



Maths

Our weekly homework routines…

1
You will always be set at least one homework a 
week by your teacher. 

2

Your teacher will choose the lesson they want you 
to learn and will pick it so that you are revising an 
important Maths topic for revision.  As such, you 
have already probably covered it in class but 
might have forgotten so your homework is to 
revise as, to be a great learner, you need to revise 
all the time (not just before tests!).

3
You need to spend 30 minutes on your homework 
as this shows effort and commitment and will 
ensure that you do quality homework.

4

You will always be expected to 
i) watch the video;
ii) write down your quiz workings neatly;
iii) mark your own work, make corrections and 

write down your score at the end.

5

Homework will be checked by your teacher in 
class once a week during your starter.  You will be 
expected to bring your homework book to class 
and leave it open on the desk for your teacher to 
inspect.



Maths

Class
Due Tuesday 
11th January

Due Tuesday 
18th January

Due Tuesday 25th

January
Due Tuesday 1st

February
Due Tuesday 8th

February

10X1
490 - Multi-step angle 
problems (3)

562 - Interior angles in 
polygons (2)

503 - Pythagoras (multi-
step) (1)

510 -
Trigonometry (find 

side) (2)

512 -
Trigonometry (find 

angle) (2)

10X2

561 - Interior angles in 
polygons (1)

563 - Exterior angles in 
polygons (1)

503 - Pythagoras (multi-
step) (1)

513 - Trigonometry 
(multi-step) (1)

515 - Trigonometry 
(elevation/depression)

10X3
66 - Add or subtract 
fractions (different 
denominator)

70 - Dividing fractions 149 - Conversions 
between FDP (summary)

90 - Percentage 
increase or decrease

98 - Percentages 
(worded problems)

10X4
61 - Simplify fractions 77 - Fractions of an 

amount
9 - Addition facts 19 - Subtraction 10 - Multiplication facts 

(times tables)

10Y1

504 - Pythagoras 
(multi-step) (2)

510 - Trigonometry 
(find side) (2)

512 - Trigonometry (find 
angle) (2)

209 - Straight line 
graphs 4

213 - Straight line 
graphs 8

10Y2
563 - Exterior angles in 
polygons (1)

561 - Interior angles in 
polygons (1)

498 - Pythagoras (longer 
side)

499 - Pythagoras 
(shorter side)

509 - Trigonometry 
(find side) (1)

10Y3
784 - Substitution (5) 280 - Change the 

subject of the formula 
1 (1-step)

281 - Change the subject 
of the formula 2 (2-step)

270 - Solve single 
linear inequalities 2 
(negative x)

487 - Angles in a 
triangle (3)

10Y4
179 – Solve 2-step 
equations 
(multiplication)

180 – Solve 2-step 
equations (division)

184 – Solve equations 
with x on both sides 1

265 – Representing 
inequalities on a 
number line

270 – Solve single 
linear inequalities 2 
(negative x)

You must complete the task listed for your class each week.



Cache Child care 
and development

Unit 1 

The responsibilities of early years workers working with children in settings.
 Timekeeping and attendance - of children eg register/lateness/ reporting non attendance/informing parents but 

also you should be on time and contact supervisor if not attending given a reason why e.g. illness/ car broke down 
etc

 Managing Behaviour – Praise/sanction/be consistent, unsure how to handle refer to experienced staff or send an 
older sensible child for help

 Positive attitude – smile, offering help, ask for extra things to do, go the extra mile
 Routines – Know what is expected /daily timetable/ stick to routines of the setting Why?
 Her role and the expectations of staff/tutor – act professionally you are a role model who is trusted /meet with 

manager and discuss concerns. Rearrange meeting if you cannot attend. Poor performance – on phone 
ignoring staff, /not signing in /out, talking to parents about other children, not tidying up spills. ALL IS 
DANGEROUS! Why?

 Policies and procedures – MUST follow Early Years foundation framework/policy, Health and safety policy, safe 
guarding, equality and diversity policy, SEND policy. What happens in the fire drill? Who is the first aider? How do 
we store and administer medicines. Parents must be aware of policy eg website/ letter

 Confidentiality – do not pass information on outside setting. Information stored securely don’t post on social 
media or take photos without parents’ permission

 Paperwork – you may have college or work experience for your supervisor needs to fill in e.g. attendance, hrs of 
work, what you have been doing. Give safe early, don’t hassle them.

 DBS check – age of 16 will need to be checked for a criminal record to see if you are suitable to work with children. 
Cannot work with children without one…. it’s the law.

Responsibilities 



Cache Child care 
and development

Unit 2 

Factors which may contribute to children’s development.
 Biological/personal factors – inherited from parents/genetic/things that happened at birth
 Physical traits –height/weight/looks e.g. tall, short, fat, thin, skin tone, eye colour
 Medical conditions- born with diabetes, asthma, sickle cell anaemia
 Learning difficulties- born with autism, dyslexia, adhd
 Disabilities – born being blind, deaf, spina bifida
 Personality and temperament – shy, curious, outgoing
 Pregnancy and birth – German measles and foetal alcohol syndrome leads to birth defects

Factors affecting Development of 
Children

Factor Positive experience Negative experience

Love and 
interaction

Bonding/feel loved /valued/ 
high selfesteem increased communication 
skills

Socially isolated/lacks confidence/poor social and 
language skills. Low self esteem

Stimulation and 
play

Learn new skills and cooperation/ love 
exploring and finding out

Lack of interaction with toys/play leads to poor 
development of skills

Physical 
conditions

Kept safe, warm, good diet, good sleep 
pattern

Fear/worry/stress/feeling unsafe/ illnesses due to 
poor food and housing and lack of sleep means 
poor concentration

Food and drink Balanced diet so they grow and develop due 
to correct food intake/nutrients

Poor diet leads to obesity or underweight 
(malnutrition)



Psychology

Key Theories

Key Studies

Paper 1: PerceptionSpecialist Vocabulary

Retinal disparity
visual constancies
Visual cues
Ambiguity
Fiction
Misinterpreted depth cues
Size constancy
Visual illusions
Constructivist theory
Inference
Nurture 
Emotion
Motivation 

• Gilchrist & Nesberg’s
study on motivation

• Bruner & Minturn’s 
study on perceptual set

Perception
Sensation
Binocular depth cues
Monocular depth cues
Height in plane
Linear perspective
Occlusion
Relative size 
Direct theory
Motion parallax
Nature
Perceptual set
Culture
Expectation  



Science
C5 Energy Changes – Memory and Retrieval Homework 

Set 1
1. Define 'conservation of energy’ Energy cannot be created or destroyed 

in a chemical reaction. Energy is conserved

2. State what an exothermic reaction is A reaction in which energy is 
transferred from the reacting substances to their surroundings

3. State what an endothermic reaction is A reaction in which energy is 
transferred to the reacting substances from their surroundings

4. State 2 uses of exothermic reactions in everyday life Hand warmers and 
self-heating cans

5. What happens to the temperature of the surroundings in an 
endothermic reaction? Decreases due to taking in energy from 
surroundings 

6. List 2 examples of endothermic reactions Thermal decomposition and 
the reaction of citric acid and sodium hydrogen carbonate

7. State 1 use of an endothermic reaction in everyday life Sports injury 
packs (cold packs)

8. How does a chemical reaction occur? When reacting particles collide 
with each other and with sufficient energy

9. Define 'activation energy ‘The minimum amount of energy that 
particles must have to react

10. What can be used to show the relative energies of reactants and 
products, activation energy and overall energy change of a reaction?
Reaction profiles

Set 2
1. List 3 types of reactions that are exothermic reactions Combustion, respiration 

and neutralisation 

2. Finish the sentence. 'Bond making is an ___________________ reaction'.
Exothermic

3. Finish the sentence. 'Bond breaking is an ___________________ reaction'.
Endothermic

4. Does energy need to be supplied or is energy released to break bonds in a 
reaction? Energy is supplied

5. Does energy need to be supplied or is energy released to form bonds in a 
reaction? Energy is released

6. How is a reaction classified as being 'exothermic' ? The energy released when 
new bonds are formed is greater than the energy absorbed when bonds are 
broken

7. How is a reaction classified as being 'endothermic' ? The energy released when 
new bonds are formed is less than the energy absorbed when bonds are broken

8. How can you calculate the overall energy change in a chemical reaction? Use 
bond energies

9. What does the difference between the sum of the energy needed to break 
bonds in the reactants and the sum of the energy released when bonds in the 
products are formed show us? The overall energy change of the reaction



Science

C5 Energy Changes – Memory and Retrieval Homework TRIPLE ONLY

Set 1
1. How do cells produce electricity? They contain chemicals 

which react

2. Name 2 factors that determine the voltage produced by a 
cell Type of electrode and the electrolyte

3. How can a simple cell be made? By connecting two 
different metals in contact with an electrolyte

4. What is a battery? Two or more cells connected together 
in series to provide a greater voltage

5. What happens to a non-rechargeable cell or battery in 
order for it to stop working? The chemical reactions stop 
when one of the reactants has been used up

6. What type of battery is non-rechargeable? Alkaline

7. How does a rechargeable battery continue to work? The 
chemical reactions are reversed when an external 
electrical current is supplied

Set 2

1. Finish the sentence. 'The greater the difference in reactivity between 
two metals, the ____________ the voltage produced by the cell' 
Higher

2. Finish the sentence. 'When two metals are dipped in a salt solution 
and joined by a wire, the more reactive metal will 
_______________ _____________ to the less reactive metal' 
Donate electrons

3. Why do we want to reduce the amount of fossil fuels being burned? 
They are non-renewable and cause pollution leading to global 
warming

4. Where can hydrogen gas be used as an alternative to burning fossil 
fuels? In combustion engines or used in fuel cells to power vehicles

5. How is hydrogen used as a fuel? Why is this renewable? Hydrogen gas 
is oxidised and provides a source of electrons in the hydrogen fuel cell. 
The only waste product is water

6. What is typically used as a fuel in fuel cells? Hydrogen, oxygen or air

7. In a fuel cell, when the fuel is oxidised electrochemically what is 
produced? A potential difference

8. What else can hydrogen fuel cells offer a potential alternative to other 
than the burning of fossil fuels? Rechargeable cells and batteries



Science

Set 1

1. What are the three states of matter? Solid, liquid, gas.

2. What is the change of state from solid to liquid? Melting.

3. What is the change of state from liquid to gas? Evaporating.

4. What is the change of state from gas to liquid? Condensing.

5. What is the change of state from liquid to solid? Freezing.

6. What is the change of state from solid to gas? Sublimation.

7. How are particles arranged in a solid? Regular arrangement. 

All particles in rows, touching.

8. How do particles move in a solid? Vibrate around a fixed 

point.

9. Describe the strength of the forces between particles in a 

solid. Strong.

10. How are particles arranged in a liquid? Random 

arrangement, particles touching.

11. How do particles move in a liquid? Particles move around 

each other.

Set 2
12. Describe the strength of the forces between particles in a liquid. 
Weaker that in a solid/Stronger than in a gas.

13. How are particles arranged in a gas? Random arrangement, 
widely spaced.

14. How do particles move in a gas? Free to move.

15. Describe the strength of the forces between particles in a gas. 
Weak.

16. What is the equation for density? Density = mass/volume.

17. What is the definition for density? Mass per unit volume.

18. What is the definition for internal energy? The total energy that 
its particles have in their kinetic AND potential stores. 

19. What is the definition of specific heat capacity? The amount of 
energy required to raise the temperature of 1 kg of a material by 
1oC.

20. What is the definition of specific latent heat of fusion? The 
amount of energy required to change 1kg of a substance from a 
solid to a liquid.
21. What is the definition of specific latent heat of vaporisation? 
The amount of energy required to change 1kg of a substance from a 
liquid to a gas.
22. How is gas pressure caused? The gas particles collide with the 
sides of their container, applying a force to that area.

P3 Particles – Memory and Retrieval Homework 



Science

P4 Atomic Structure and Radioactivity – Memory and Retrieval Homework

Set 1:
1. Describe the plum pudding model. A sphere of positive charge 
containing small negative charges. A solid mass. 

2. Describe the nuclear model. Positive nucleus in the centre with 
negative electrons orbiting it. Mainly empty space. 

3. What were the 3 key discoveries of Rutherford’s Gold Foil 
experiment? Atom mainly empty space, Nucleus contained all mass, 
Nucleus was positively charged. 

4. Describe the Bohr model. Nucleus in the centre containing neutral 
neutrons and positive protons with negative electrons orbiting it, in 
energy levels (shells).

5. What did Chadwick discover? Neutron

6. What are the three types of radioactive decay? Alpha, beta and 
gamma.

7. Describe the structure of an alpha particle. 2 protons and 2 neutrons 
(a Helium nucleus) 

8. Describe the structure of an beta particle. An electron.

9. Describe the structure of an gamma wave. An electromagnetic wave.

10. What is the range in air for alpha? A few cm.

11. What is the range in air for beta? About a metre.

Set 2:
12. What is the range in air for gamma? Can travel an infinite distance.

13. Which material cannot be penetrated by an alpha particle?
Paper/skin.

14. Which material cannot be penetrated by a beta particle? A few cm of 
aluminium.

15. Which material cannot be penetrated by a gamma wave? Very thick 
lead.

16. What is the definition of half-life? The time taken for the count rate 
of a sample to half OR The time taken for the number of nuclei in a 
sample to halve. 

17. Which type of radiation is most dangerous inside the body? Why? 
Alpha because it is the most ionising and lowly penetrating. 

18. Why is ionisation dangerous? Atoms lose electrons to become ions. 
This causes DNA to mutate, causing cancer.

19. What is a use of alpha radiation? Smoke alarms.

20. What is a use of beta radiation? Monitoring Paper Thickness

21. What is a use of gamma radiation? Sterilisation

22. Compare contamination and irradiation. Contamination is the 
presence of radioactive material where it is not wanted, whereas 
irradiation is the exposure of an object to radiation.  



Science

P4 Atomic Structure and Radioactivity – Memory and Retrieval Homework TRIPLE ONLY

TRIPLE ONLY Questions and Answers:
1. Where does background radiation come from? Natural sources, such as radon gas from rocks and cosmic rays, 

nut also Man-made sources, such as X-Rays and nuclear accidents. 
2. What source of radiation would you want a Medical radioactive tracer to emit? Why? Gamma – it is highly 

penetrating, so will be able to pass through the body, and is lowly ionising, so will be less likely to cause DNA to 
mutate. 

3. Why would you never use Alpha radiation as a Medical Tracer? It is not very penetrating, so would be absorbed 
by body cells, and is highly ionising, wo would be likely to cause DNA in those cells to mutate. 

4. Give 3 properties of an ideal Medical Tracer: - Gamma source   - Half-life of a few hours   - Can be attached to 
molecules.

5. Define Nuclear fission: The splitting of a large nucleus in to 2 smaller, daughter nuclei, 2/3 neutrons and a huge 
amount of energy. 

6. Where is Nuclear Fusion used in a controlled chain reaction? Nuclear Power Stations
7. What is the function of control rods in a Nuclear Power Station? They absorb neutrons, so can speed up or slow 

down the rate of the fusion reaction. 
8. Give an advantage and disadvantage of using Nuclear Fission as a power source: Advantage: It releases a lot of 

energy per kg. Disadvantage: It produces nuclear waste. 
9. Define Nuclear fusion: The joining of 2, small, daughter nuclei to form a larger nuclei and a huge amount of 

energy. 
10. Where does nuclear fusion naturally occur? In the Sun
11. Give 2 advantages of nuclear fusion compared to nuclear fission: - It releases more energy per kg    - It does not 

produce radioactive waste. 
12. Why do we not use Nuclear Fusion on Earth? It requires incredibly high temperatures and pressures to occur, 

which are un-economical to produce. 



Word equation Symbol equations Unit

1 weight = mass x gravitational field strength W = m x g N

2 work done = force x distance W = F x s J

3 force applied to a spring = spring constant x extension F = k x e N

4 moment of a force = force x distance from pivot M = F x d Nm

5 pressure = force
area

p = F
A

Pa or N/m2

6 distance = speed x time s = v x t m

7 acceleration = change in velocity
time

a = Δv
t

m/s2

8 resultant force = mass x acceleration F = m x a N

9 momentum = mass x velocity p = m x v kg m/s

10 kinetic energy = ½ x mass x velocity2 Ek = ½ x m x v2 J

11 gravitational potential energy = mass x gravitational field strength x height Ep = m x g x h J

12 power = energy transferredm/ time P = E /t W

13 power = work done /time P = W
t

W

14 efficiency = useful output energy transfer
total input energy transfer

15 efficiency = useful power output
total power input

16 wave speed = frequency x wavelength v = f x λ m/s

17 charge flow = current x time Q = I x t C

18 potential difference = current x resistance V = I x R V

19 electrical power = potential difference x current P = V x I W

20 electrical power = (current)2 x resistance P = I2 x R W

21 energy transferred = charge flow x potential difference E = Q x V J

22 density = mass / volume ρ = m / v kg/m3

Science



Sociology

Education

Comprehensive school: A state secondary school that does not 
select pupils on the basis of ability. The aim is that all children have 
the same access to the same level and quality of education.

Special school: This type of school is for students who have been 
assessed and given a statement of special educational need.  Some 
of these schools are funded by the local authority and others are 
independent schools.

Specialist school: These state schools have an emphasis on one or 
two subjects e.g. Performing Arts or Science

Faith school: These schools are run in the same way as a state 
school.  Their faith status may be reflected in their religious 
education curriculum, admissions criteria and staffing policies.

Grammar school: These schools select the most able students 
based on academic ability.

Independent/private schools: These schools set their own 
curriculum and admissions policies.  They are funded by fees paid 
by parents and investors.

Free schools: These are brand new schools set up by teachers, 
charities, the community, faith groups, universities or groups of 
parents.  They are funded by the central government and they 
have greater control over their finances, curriculum and teachers’ 
pay and conditions.

Academies: These are schools which are 
independently managed and are sponsored by 
businesses, faith or voluntary groups or outstanding 
schools.  They operate in partnership with the DfE and 
are funded by central government but they have 
greater control over their finances, curriculum and 
teachers’ pay and conditions.

School Types

Paper 1

Topic 2: Diversity of 
School Types

The History of Education

1944: The Butler Education Act – The Tripartite system
The aim of this Act was to give all students an equal chance to develop their 
talents and abilities in a system of free, state-run education.
Children’s ability was tested at the age of 11 through the 11+ exam. Based on 
results of this exam children went to one of three schools:
▪ Secondary Modern school – general education for less academic (approx. 

75% of students attended these)
▪ Grammar school – academic education for the more academic (approx. 

20% of students attended these.
▪ Secondary Technical school – Practical education (approx. 5% of students 

attended these).

1965: The start of the comprehensive system
Education was changed and organised so that all students attended the same 
type of school regardless of academic ability.



Sociology

Education

De-schooling is the belief that schools are incapable of 
providing the best possible education for some or most 
individuals.  Some believe that schools do not allow children to 
learn at their own pace or in their own way.  

Schools stop a child's natural curiosity because the formal 
environment of school stops children learning independently.

Alternatives for formal schooling involves democratic/‘free 
schooling or home education.

Democratic/’Free’ Schooling – see the case of Summerhill 
School in your notes.

Home education – Around 37,000 children are home educated.  
Parents do not need to be qualified teachers to home educate 
their children.  Children receive all of their education from 
parents or carers and sometimes private tutors.

People choose home education because:
▪ A child may have special needs.
▪ A child may be unhappy at school.
▪ Parents feel the methods of teaching at school are not right 

for their child.
▪ Parents can’t het a place at the school o f their choice.

Advantages
1. Smaller class sizes.
2. They do not have to follow the National Curriculum 

so have freedom to design their curriculum around 
the needs of their students.

3. Better facilities.
4. Academic culture
5. Parents have the right to choose where they send 

their child.
6. Better level of achievement.
7. Better chance of getting into top universities
8. Better job prospects.

Disadvantages
1. Increase of inequalities in society.
2. Creates social divisions in society.
3. If everyone sent their children to private school 

more money could be invested in it.

Alternative Education

Paper 1

Topic 2: Diversity 
of School Types

Private Education

Specialist 
Vocabulary

Comprehensive 
school
National curriculum
De-schooling
Home education
Private school
Independent school
Public school
State school
Tripartite system



SpanishSpanish

Vocabulario

Use the hand-outs that have been stuck in your 
Writing booklet & access Quizlet when practising for 

Low Stake quizzes and Formal Quizzes.

Your teacher might set some homework on:
-Translations

- Photo descriptions
- Written tasks
- Literary texts

- DIRT

WritingSpeaking

Your teacher might set some 
homework on:
- Interactions

- Photo descriptions
- Conversations

- DIRT

Deadlines set by your class teacher

Active Learn

Reading % Listening %

1

2

3

4

Active Learn

Reading % Listening %

1

2

3

4

1. You have received this message from your Spanish friend – translate it into English – in the 
back of you book.

2. Translate the following sentences into Spanish – in the back of your book.

3. Choose the correct possessive adjective – THEN translate the sentences in the back of your book.

1. _____________________________
2. _____________________________
3. _____________________________
4. _____________________________
5. _____________________________

4. Choose the correct word to fill the gap.

ver
escuchar
natación
tiempo

tipo
dinero
semana
equipo



Spanish

Word rankings – Following the memory and recall activities on these in class, continue memorising at home for a High-Stake Quiz.

Follow the links below, to access the study sets. They have been uploaded in Mrs. Hermida's Quizlet account, which you can all access.

Theme 1: Módulo 4 Intereses e influencias Flashcards | Quizlet

First, read them on your way to school, on the bus, whilst travelling somewhere by car... and afterwards start testing yourself, play Match, Gravity, and set 
up a test for yourself.

And ultimately, test yourself and keep a record to see how, through repetition, you get much better with time!

Round 1 = / Round 8= /

Round 2 = / Round 9= /

Round 3= / Round 10= /

Round 4= / Round 11= /

Round 5= / Round 12= /

Round 6= / Round 13= /

Round 7= / Round 14= /

https://quizlet.com/328515794/theme-1-modulo-4-intereses-e-influencias-flash-cards/


SpanishSpanish – Memory and recall

Low stake quiz DIRT Low stake quiz DIRT What do I need to keep 
working on?

1. I am sunbathing

2. he is revising for an exam

3. my mum is reading

4. Do you want to go out 
with me?

5. I can’t because

6. it’s raining

7. I have to…

8. do my homework

9. I want to stay at home

10. behind/in front of

11. I read newspapers

12. I prefer magazines

13. I like romantic novels

14. Protects the planet

15. Tires your eyes

16. Costs a lot less

1. ¿Qué aplicaciones usas?

2. Uso… para…

3. Organizar salidas con 
amigos

4. Ver mis series favoritas

5. La tengo desde hace…

6. compartir/subir fotos

7. Conocer a nueva gente

8. Es peligroso/a

9.Fácil de usar

10. útil/ rápido/a

11. Una pérdida de tiempo

12. Te engancha

13. Lo bueno/lo malo es que

14. Estoy editando mis fotos

15. Está escuchando música

16. Están descansando





Creative media

Define the 
following media 

terms…

Connotation

Denotation

Mise-en-scene

Rule of third

Genre

Sub genre

Stereotype

Audience

Copy

Edit

Font

Visual hierarchy

House style

Master head

Media brief

Mock up

Mise-en-scene includes the following:
• Use of colour; do they use contrasting colours, black and white, filters, saturation, 

shades, tones?
• Use of movement; does the camera pan, tilt, track, use slow motion, speed up, 

zoom in, zoom out?
• Framing and angles; long shot, close up, medium shot, etc.
• Composition or navigation; what is the layout, focus, do they use the rule of thirds, 

what fonts do they use and where?
• Use of lighting; do they use under lighting, overhead lighting, high key, low key, 

shadows, etc.?
• Editing; do they change the rhythm, pace, continuity of the shots?
• Use of sound; do they use natural sounds, jingles, voiceover, sound effects, etc.?

Create a list with the denotations and connotations for each of the images displayed 
bellow. 
Once you’ve completed your list, write a paragraph explaining the meaning behind 
the image.

Using your mobile phone or any 
available photography equipment. 

Making good use of any props, friends 
and family (with their permission).

Create a still scene that connotes the 
following themes.

• Glamour
• Danger
• Love
• Supernatural
• Fear

Explanation of mise-en-scene:

Explain the meaning behind the images you 
have taken. 

How have you ensured that the audience will 
read the intended theme of the still. 

Remember- you have done everything for a 
reason!!
So explain the meanings behind the use of:

• People 
• Props
• Colour 
• Camera angle
• Focus
• Lighting
• Any editing 
• etc


